
Our company is hiring for a senior digital analyst. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for senior digital analyst

Meet with key business stakeholders to understand business needs, gather
information and analyse requirements
Drive the solutions across the functional team and deliver the function and
non-functional requirements for all key business stakeholders
Ability to understand the application platform and the business components
and communicate these to the developers
Communicate effectively with technical people at all levels to extract the
required information from relevant parties
Liaise with relevant stakeholders on project objective and deliverables
Build and roll out a new responsive International corporate prospect site
experience (optimized for mobile, tablet & PC), with a focus on best in class
front end experience
Contribute to continuous enhancement of E2E UX for all prospect acquisition
pages and journeys
Create detailed user stories, product requirements and user requirements for
development of a best-in-class site that is scalable across 20+ markets
Partner with Paid Search, Display, and SEO teams to build and execute
tailored experiences for channel traffic
Contribute to Quality Assurance testing on the launch of new templates,
features and enhancements

Qualifications for senior digital analyst
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2-3 years' experience with Tag Management Solutions such as Google Tag
Manager, Tealium
Self-starter who is solution oriented and takes ownership
Keen attention to detail, with the ability to multi-task and prioritize in a fast
paced environment
Excellent verbal and written communication skills which will translate into
excellent customer service skills
3-5 years prior Accounting or Finance work experience
BA/BS required (Accounting or Finance) with solid accounting background


